Dear Michigan Independent Citizens Redistricting Commission:
HaystaqDNA and Q2 Data & Research are teaming up to apply to provide the ICRC with Line Drawing and
Redistricting Technical Services. Haystaq was the mapping consultant for the Arizona Independent Redistricting
Commission in 2011 and Q2 provided these services to the California Citizens Redistricting Commission that same
cycle.
We believe our combined team has more experience with independent redistricting commissions than any other
organization in the country. Our combined staff has decades of redistricting experience with the specific
experience of drawing lines in open meetings, and has worked extensively with Census data, GIS mapping
software, population projections, voterfile data and election results. We have done this type of work for all levels
of government, and have both the experience and the technical infrastructure to handle the data processing, data
security, mapping and analysis needs of this project. Redistricting can be a contentious process. We hope to
minimize this by being timely, accurate and fully-transparent throughout.
In a normal year, redistricting is difficult but facing a pandemic and a major delay in the Census data, we feel we
are ready for both. We have presented a plan to solicit public input, draw maps and provide training in a safe
and effective manner while adhering to Covid-19 protocols. As for adhering to a tight timeline, we have a plan
to address delays in Census data by using Haystaq population projections layered on top of existing Census data
that will be an adequate substitute for drafting plans until the final Census PL 94-171 data is available.
The detailed criteria outlined in your statement of work provide a clear roadmap for how plans will be developed.
However, many of the criteria are unavoidably subject to interpretation. We view our role as not advocating for
any particular interpretation. That is the role of the Commission, with input from the public as they define their
thoughts and their communities of interest. If selected we will serve as your technical consultants, while fulfilling
the work put forth in the RFP. We understand that it is the Commission's decisions that will dictate what is done.
We view our role as to provide you, as a Commission, with any information, analysis, or options that you deem
necessary to achieve your stated objectives.
We will not simply hand over the maps, rather, we will work with the Commission, the communities of interest and
the public to make sure they understand what was done and why. Whenever there are major subjective decisions
to be made, we will present the alternate options and the supporting material to the Commission so that an
informed decision can be made. Every step of the process will be documented.
Not everyone will be happy with the Commission's final plans. That is inevitable. However, with a skilled technical
consultant, and an open, transparent and fully-documented process, dissatisfaction can be minimized, and to the
extent that a member of the public feels dissatisfied with the map, they will know the reasons for each decision,
and will not have any cause to question the process.
The proposal represents our best understanding and interpretation of the RFP. Any section of response can be
tailored as necessary.
Again, we thank you for this opportunity and would be honored to be selected to assist you.
Sincerely,

Andrew Drechsler
President, HaystaqDNA
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Document 2 -- CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT
FORM

HaystaqDNA & Q2 Data & Research
INSTRUCTIONS. Complete either Section 1 or Section 2 of this CT
Form and sign where indicated. This CT Form must be signed by the
individual who signed the bidder’s proposal. A completed CT Form
must be submitted with your proposal, regardless of whether your
proposal contains confidential information.
Failure to submit a completed CT Form with your bid is grounds
for rejecting the proposal as non-responsive. See the
Confidential Treatment Form and The Freedom of Information
Act (FOIA) sections of the Proposal Instructions for additional
information.
Section 1. CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT IS NOT REQUESTED
This section must be completed, signed, and submitted with the
proposal if the bidder does not request confidential treatment of any
material contained in the proposal.
By signing below, the bidder affirms that confidential treatment of
material contained in their proposal is not requested.
RFP Number RFP Title : 920, 210000000714
Michigan Independent Citizens Redistricting Commission
Line Drawing and Redistricting Technical Services

Signature Date:

Printed Name, Title, Company:
Andrew Drechsler
President
HaystaqDNA
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Document 3 -- VENDOR QUESTIONS
WORKSHEET

HaystaqDNA & Q2 Data & Research
Provide a detailed response to each question. “You” and “company” refers to the bidder.

1. Contact Information
Bidder’s sole contact person during
the RFP  process. Include name,
title, address, email, and  phone
number.

Andrew Drechsler
President HaystaqDNA
907 N ST NW Suite C1
Washington, DC 20001
andrew@haystaqdna.com
Mobile:
Office: 202-546-4764

Person authorized to receive and sign
a resulting  contract. Include name,
title, address, email, phone  number.
The awarded vendor will be required to
establish an account in SIGMA Vendor
Self-Service

Andrew Drechsler
President HaystaqDNA
907 N ST NW Suite C1
Washington, DC 20001
andrew@haystaqdna.com
Mobile:
Office: 202-546-4764

2. Company Background Information
Legal business name and address.
Include business entity designation,
e.g., sole proprietor, Inc., LLC, or  LLP.

HaystaqDNA, LLC

What State was the company formed in?

Formed in Delaware, currently registered in
Wyoming

Phone number.

202-546-4764

Website address.

www.haystaqdna.com

Number of years in business
and number of  employees.

18 years (Haystaq is 100% owned by Strategic
Telemetry which was founded in 2003, Strategic
Telemetry branded as HaystaqDNA in 2013)
We currently have 14 employees.

Legal business name and
address of parent company, if

n/a
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any.
Has there been a recent change in
organizational  structure (e.g.,
management team) or control (e.g.,
merger or acquisition) of your
company? If the  answer is yes: (a)
explain why the change occurred  and
(b) how this change has affected your
company.

No

Discuss your company’s history. Has
growth been  organic, through mergers
and acquisitions, or both?

HaystaqDNA was founded in 2003 to provide
cutting-edge microtargeting, big data analytics
and redistricting services.
The Haystaq team that would be dedicated to
this project has a combined 50 plus years of
redistricting experience. In that time, we have
collectively drawn thousands of maps, worked
on four presidential campaigns, conducted
projects on five continents and have served
over 100 clients. Our close knit team has an
understanding of working and supporting each
other to ensure the client’s needs are met.
There are many complications associated with
redistricting and we have a proven track record
of working with our clients to make sure our
deliverables are clearly understood.
Haystaq's growth since its founding has been
organic.
In addition to its technical expertise, the
Haystaq team has extensive real-world
experience. We work closely with clients to
ensure that our services are understood and
properly utilized. The experience of Haystaq’s
staff and leadership allow us to bridge the gap
between high-tech and practical usage.

Has bidder ever been debarred,
suspended, or  disqualified from
bidding or contracting with any
entity, including the State of
Michigan? If yes,  provide the date,
the entity, and details about the
situation.

No
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Has your company been a party to
litigation against  the State of
Michigan? If the answer is yes, then
state the date of initial filing, case
name and court  number, and
jurisdiction.

No

Within the last 5 years, has your
company or any of  its related business
entities defaulted on a contract  or had
a contract terminated for cause? If yes,
provide the date, contracting entity,
type of contract,  and details about the
termination or default.

No

State your gross annual sales for each
of the last 5  years.

Our average sales over the last 5 years have
been $1,914,000 per year. We would be happy
to provide individual years upon request (but
choose not to share publicly).

If receiving a contract under this RFP
will increase your gross revenue by
more than 25% from last  year’s sales,
explain how the company will scale-up
to manage this increase.

Describe partnerships and strategic
relationships you think will bring
significant value to the Commission.

Because most redistricting work only occurs
every ten years, every consulting firm in this
space scales up in the years ending with zero
and one. For this project, Haystaq will
collaborate with the only other redistricting firm
that has successfully worked with a statewide
independent redistricting commission in 2011:
Q2 Data & Research, LLC. Partnering with Q2
allows us to meet the staffing needs and skill
sets that this project demands. Both Haystaq
and Q2 have access to skilled associates that
are vetted and capable to assist on our projects.
These associates will be part of the plan as
needed. At this time, we believe the team
outlined is well positioned to complete the
anticipated work.
As discussed above, Haystaq will partner with
Q2 Data & Research, LLC on this project.
During the last redistricting cycle, Haystaq and
Q2 were the only two redistricting firms in the
country to successfully work with statewide
Independent Redistricting Commissions.
Haystaq worked with the Arizona Independent
Redistricting Commission while Q2 worked with
California. Our combined team has more
experience working for Independent
Commissions than any other organization in the
country.
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The Q2 team has a long history of working with
redistricting commissions, starting in 2001 with
the City of San Diego Commission, followed by
the 2002 City and County of San Francisco, and
many others. There is no other firm in the
country that has completed more redistricting
projects working with commissions than Q2.
Haystaq has helped with the creation of the
Redistricting Data Hub (RDH). The RDH's goal
is to provide individuals, civic organizations, and
good government groups the data, tools, and
knowledge to participate effectively in
redistricting. Members of the Q2 team have
served as Stakeholders and members of the
Advisory Data Council for the Redistricting Data
Hub, which have informed the direction of the
data available on the Redistricting Data Hub's
website.
For the bidder, primary contractor,
principal(s) of the  primary contractor,
key personnel, any subcontractors, or
employees provide disclosures
regarding the following relative to their
redistricting  work with individuals,
groups or any public or private  entities
for the same or substantially similar
work  described in this RFP: (1) list of
past relationships  and (2) identify any
current relationships and (3)  identify
any anticipated or future relationships
that  will be sought by the bidder. For
each of the 3  categories of
relationships, please identify which
could give rise to a potential, actual or
apparent  conflict of interest and
provide measures that would be taken
to avoid or address a conflict, should
one  currently exist or is likely to arise
in the future.

In regards to redistricting in the state of
Michigan, we do not have any past
relationships, nor do we have any current
relationships. We do not foresee any
anticipated or future relationships either.
We wanted to fully disclose who we are and
who our clients have been over the last three
years, thus we listed everyone who we have
worked with. Included in this proposal, we have
attached Document 9 which lists our clients.
We would be happy to answer any questions
regarding our past work. Furthermore, if
requested, we would forgo any direct political
work in Michigan during the term of this
contract.

These disclosures and conflict
requirements are  ongoing and will
be the responsibility of the
successful bidder for the full
contract term.
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State the physical address of the
place of business  that would have
primary responsibility for this account
if bidder is awarded a contract under
this  RFP.

907 N ST NW Suite C1
Washington, DC 20001

3. Participation in RFP
Development or
Evaluation
Did your company, an employee,
agent, or  representative of your
company, or any affiliated  entity
participate in developing any
component of  this solicitation? For
purposes of this question,  business
concerns, organizations, or individuals
are  affiliates of each other if, directly or
indirectly: (1)  either one controls or has
power to control the other  or (2) a
third-party controls or has the power to
control both. Indicia of control include,
but are not  limited to, interlocking
management or ownership,  identity of
interests among family members,
shared  facilities or equipment, and
common use of  employees.

No

If you are awarded a contract under this
solicitation,  in order to provide the
goods or services required  under a
resulting contract, do you intend to
partner  or subcontract with a person or
entity that assisted in  the development
of this solicitation?

No

Will your company, or an employee,
agent, or  representative of your
company, participate in the  evaluation
of the proposals received in response
to  this RFP?

No

4. State of Michigan
Experience and Prior
Experience
Does your company have experience
working with  the State of Michigan? If
so, please provide a list  (including the
contract number) of the contracts you

No
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hold or have held with the State for the
last 10 years.
Describe all relevant experiences from
the last 20 years supporting your ability
to successfully manage  a contract of
similar size and scope for the work
described in this RFP. These
experiences should  include:
• Drawing district lines for state

legislative,  congressional,
county commission, city
council or other electoral districts

• Drawing district lines during

public, open  meetings, taking
direction from public
officials, and responding to
public testimony  or other
questions in public meetings.
• Expert testimony related to

districting or  redistricting
provided in the last 20 years.

Haystaq founder Ken Strasma served as the
lead statistician for the Wisconsin Assembly
Democrats’ redistricting office in 1991. In 2000
and 2001, Strasma supervised a staff of 20+
data and GIS analysts supporting congressional
and state legislative redistricting efforts in all 50
states. As the mapping lead for IMPAC 2000,
the Democratic Congressional redistricting
organization, Strasma met with dozens of
members of congress and participated in
hundreds of hours of interactive line drawing,
often with Members of Congress themselves
and / or other stakeholder organizations.
Haystaq team members Ken Strasma, Andrew
Drechsler, William Desmond, and John O’Neill
have all testified or been deposed in multiple
state and federal court cases regarding
technical and process details of various
redistricting plans. These included two
successful U.S. Supreme Court cases.
In 2011 Haystaq served as the mapping
consultants to the Arizona Independent
Redistricting Commission, helping the AIRC to
create the first set of maps in Arizona’s history
to receive DOJ preclearance on the first try. As
part of the AZ redistricting effort, Haystaq staff
attended hundreds of hours of public hearings,
traveling thousands of miles across the state of
Arizona. In the first round of these public
hearings, Haystaq compiled and catalogued
public comments regarding redistricting criteria
and communities of interest. In later hearings
Haystaq team members would often conduct
live map drawing at the direction of commission
members with maps projected on screens in the
hearing rooms. These live mapping sessions
helped provide transparency to the redistricting
process, and allowed members of the public to
see the process live, rather than being
presented with completed maps after the fact.
Haystaq worked closely with Fair Districts Now
in 2011 and 2015 to fight gerrymandering and
redraw some of the illegal districts in the maps
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created by the Florida legislature. Elements of
the current US House of Representatives and
the entirety of the State Senate maps in Florida,
which was selected by the Florida State
Supreme Court, were drawn by a member of
our team. In late 2017 and early 2018 we
worked to help shape Pennsylvania’s updated
Congressional map by submitting alternatives to
the court which were able to document the
feasibility of fairer maps.
Q2 Data & Research, LLC has worked with
re/districting commissions since 2001. All
projects were transparent, in all projects the
lines were drawn in public during open meetings
while taking direction from commissioners. In
each project, Q2 responded to public testimony
as requested by the commission and answered
questions during public meetings. Q2
specializes and is widely known for transparent,
collaborative redistricting, and working with
commissions in public.
Q2’s redistricting projects with Independent
Redistricting Commissions that are similar in
scope are:
City of San Diego, 2001
City and County of San Francisco, 2002/2012
State of California, 2011
Both the work for the City of San Diego
Redistricting and the State of California
Redistricting received national awards.
Karin Mac Donald, Q2’s principal consultant,
has provided expert testimony related to
redistricting as follows:
2005 - California Proposition 77 (move
redistricting from legislature to commission)
(California State Assembly hearing on
Proposition 77);
2018 - California Assembly bill 2172 (inmate
reallocation to last known residence to adjust
census data for redistricting) - California State
Assembly and Senate hearings;
2021 - Declaration in support of the
Legislature’s Emergency Petition for Writ of
Mandate and Request for Immediate Relief;
Legislature of the State of California v. Alex
Padilla, Secretary of State (extending
constitutional deadlines for redistricting
prompted by delays in release of census data)
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Describe your company’s experience
and  knowledge with Geographic
Information Systems redistricting
solutions and the associated
boundary, demographic and other
data sources  used for redistricting
mapping.

The team that would be dedicated to this project
has a combined 50 plus years redistricting
experience.
Our technical background for redistricting
includes:
●

●
●

●

●

●
●
●
●

Tens of thousands of maps created
using technologies such as:
Maptitude, Esri, ArcGIS, Maptitude
Online Redistricting, Google Maps,
Google Earth, Mapbox, QGIS,
Tableau (.shp, .map, .kmz, .kml, .doj,
block equivalency files, etc.)
Congressional, state senate, state
assembly/house, city, county, special
district, precinct maps
Expertise in plan evaluation
methodology: measures of
compactness (including Reock,
Polsby-Popper, Convex Hull,
Perimeter, etc.), county and
community splits, Communities of
Interest, competitiveness (partisan
voter makeup), racial and ethnic
demographic makeup (Voting Age
Population (VAP), Citizen Voting Age
Population (CVAP), etc.)
Extensive Experience obtaining,
organizing and utilizing Census PL
94-171 data, Tiger data, Census
ACS data, Precinct level election
results, and state voter file data
(census block, census tract, census
block group, etc.)
Building, maintaining public and
transparent longitudinal redistricting
databases (e.g. California Statewide
Database)
Racial bloc voting analysis
Voting Rights Act: Sections 2 and 5,
Department of Justice Preclearance
Census Reapportionment and
Redistricting
Our team includes the California
State Liaison to the Census Bureau’s
Redistricting and Voting Rights Data
office; the lead of two of the most
important census geography updates
programs: the Block Boundary
Suggestion Project for the State of
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California (1998, 2008 and 2016);
and the co-lead of the School District
Review Program for the State of
California (2018)
Describe your company’s
experience working  with
commissions, public officials, and
the  general public in similar
projects.

Our team worked with the only independent
commissions in operation in 2011. We were the
technical advisors to the Arizona Independent
Redistricting Commission and the California
Citizens Redistricting Commission. Our work
with both commissions was transparent and
collaborative: the commissions made the
decisions and we implemented and supported
their goals by giving technical advice, moving
lines and producing reports.
Q2 also has extensive experience working with
local redistricting commissions in transparent
public processes, including in highly visible and
scrutinized redistrictings, such as the City of
San Diego (2001), the City of Escondido (2013)
and City of Chula Vista (2015) districtings, the
County of Stanislaus (2011), and the City and
County of San Francisco redistrictings in 2002
and 2012.
Q2 has been the leader in collaborative,
transparent and inclusive redistrictings in the
U.S. We have been instrumental in moving
redistricting from the “smoke filled back rooms”
into the light by designing and implementing
processes that maximize public input and help
to create environments in which residents feel
comfortable and are able to participate fully. We
have done this by collaborating with the
jurisdictions we work with to understand their
approach and help to implement it. We have
also done so by assisting jurisdictions in
creating the tools they need to communicate
with the public, by being available to provide
trainings and materials that explain this intricate
process fully, and by drafting maps in public so
anyone can observe how the districts are
drawn.
In all of our projects, we worked extensively with
members of the public in meetings and
hearings, and set up redistricting access points
and centers in which members of the public
could work directly with the consultants outside
of hearings to digitize their geographic input or
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work on testimony to the commission. Q2 has
dozens of years of experience in designing and
providing trainings for good government groups,
advocates, and the general public on
redistricting principles, data and processes.
We provide more detail in Key Deliverable Two
on how we propose to work with the ICRC.
Describe your company’s knowledge
and  experience with the necessary
validation checks  that need to be
part of a redistricting plan (for
example, checking population totals,
contiguity,  compactness, etc).

We discuss in greater detail our ability to
produce reports in Key Deliverable Two but in
short, we were creating multiple reports both in
realtime and after public meetings. These
reports included but were not limited to
demographics, population totals, contiguity,
communities of interest, compactness,
municipality/county splits, and for Arizona only,
competitiveness reports. In short, the
Commissions usually start with one set of
reports and additional information is often
requested. In Arizona, split reports were not
part of standard mapping software in 2011 and
were created by our team.
We have also provided examples of such
reports as an attachment.

Experience 1

Arizona Independent Redistricting Commission

Company name.
Contact name.
Contact role at time of project.
Contact phone.
Contact email.

Arizona Independent Redistricting Commission
Ray Bladine, Executive Director

City.
State.
Zip.

Phoenix
Arizona
85007

1. Project name and description of the
scope of the  project. Did the project
include redistricting for  electoral
districts? Did it include drawing or
presenting map lines in public
meetings?

In 2011 we served as the mapping consultants
to the Arizona Independent Redistricting
Commission (AIRC). Our role was to create the
congressional and state legislative districts. All
of the line drawing was done in open meetings
that were broadcast online. During the public
meetings and public hearings, we presented
maps and reports on the maps.

2. What role did your company play?
Who was doing  the line drawing, and
who was giving direction to line
drawers? If expert testimony only, what

Colleen Mathis, Chair of AIRC

The commissioners gave directions as to where
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enough to participate in the English-language
election process and had an illiteracy rate that is
higher than the national illiteracy
rate. This fact triggered Voting Rights Act
Section 203 coverage which mandates the
provision of translated voting and educational
materials in those languages (Spanish and
Tagalog).The Redistricting Commission hired
Q2 staff as their technical consultant . Because
the anticipated timeline the commission had
planned its schedule on was cut short by 3
months due to the moving of a primary election,
this consulting position required helping the
commission operate on an extremely tight
timeline. It meant that commission staff did not
have the time to get fully trained on redistricting
technology and that an extensive outreach
campaign had to be cut short. The commission
nevertheless was open to the consultants’
suggestion that an unprecedentedly transparent
open process would still be possible. The
redistricting was subsequently conducted in
public. All decisions were made in public and
many lines were moved in public hearings. Q2
staff assisted the commission with any need
that arose, which included software support for
its technical staff member, the building of a
database to conduct a racially polarized voting
analysis (RPV) and the analysis itself, the
integration of supplemental geographic data,
hearing and meeting support, coordination with
commission staff, consultations with legal
counsel, research assistance, and collaboration
with outreach consultants. These tasks were in
addition to line drawing, documenting
geographic changes and analyzing populations,
preparing and presenting reports and maps.
Dollar value.

~$150,000

Start and end date (mm/yy – mm/yy)

03/01 - 09/01

Status (completed, live, other – specify
phase)

completed

Results obtained.

The San Diego redistricting concluded
successfully without any lawsuits and received a
national award from Public Technology
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are in the process of implementing an even
more elaborate public access plan for the
upcoming statewide redistricting.
Q2 team members attended all of the California
Redistricting Commission (CRC) public hearings
in 2011, overseeing the capture of public
testimony, and compiling and summarizing the
geographic input for the CRC.
Dollar value.

~$570,000

Start and end date (mm/yy – mm/yy)

04/11 - 09/11

Status (completed, live, other – specify
phase)

completed

Results obtained.

The CRC was sued three times and in each
case the California Supreme Court ruled
unanimously that the Commission’s maps were
in compliance with the U.S. Constitution and the
California Constitution.
The maps were also precleared by the U.S.
Department of Justice under Section V of the
Federal Voting Rights Act.
The CRC was awarded the 2017 Roy and Lila
Ash Innovation Award for Public Engagement in
Government.

5. Standard Contract Terms
Bidder must affirm agreement with the
attached  Contract Terms. If not in
agreement, written  exceptions in
accordance with the Evaluation
Process section of the Proposal
Instructions must be  provided with
Bidder’s proposal.

We will agree to the Contract Terms if awarded
the project.

6. Michigan Economic Impact
Number of employees currently
employed at  locations within
the State of Michigan.

We currently have one team member based in
Michigan.
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Number of additional employees to be
employed at  locations within the State
of Michigan if awarded this  Contract (if
any)

If needed, we have the potential to bring on one
additional contractor from Michigan.

Minimum wage paid to employees
employed at locations within the
State of Michigan.

$15.00

Average wage paid to employees
employed at locations within the
State of Michigan.

$75,000 to $150,000 is the range.

Percentage
of
employees
employed at locations within the
State of Michigan that are covered
by
employer-provided health
insurance.

0

7. Other
Abusive Labor Practices. The
Contractor certifies  that it will not
furnish any Deliverable that was
produced fully or partially by forced
labor, forced or  indentured child labor,
or indentured servitude.

Yes, certified.

Certification of Michigan BusinessPublic Act  431 of 1984, Sec. 268. I
certify that the company  has, pursuant
to the provisions of Sec 268 of Public
Act 431 of 1984, filed a Michigan
Business Tax  Corporate Income Tax
Return. I certify that the  company has,
pursuant to the provisions of Sec 268  of
Public Act 431 of 1984, filed a Michigan
Income  Tax return showing income
generated in, or  attributed to the State
of Michigan. I certify that the  company
has, pursuant to the provisions of Sec
268  of Public Act 431 of 1984, withheld
Michigan Income Tax from
compensation paid to the company’s
owners and remitted the tax to the
Michigan  Department of Treasury.

No, not applicable.

Iran Linked Business- Public Act
517 of 2012. I  certify that the

Yes, certified.
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Company is not an Iran-Linked
business as defined by Public Act
517 of 2012.
Clean Corporate Citizen. I certify that
the Company  is a Clean Corporate
Citizen as defined by the  Environmental
Protection Act, 1994 PA 451.

Yes, certified.

Convict
Labor.
The Contractor
certifies that if using convict labor, it is
complying with all applicable state and
federal laws and policies.

Yes, certified.

SOM Debt/Tax Payment. I certify that
all applicable  State of Michigan taxes
are paid, and that no  outstanding debt
is owed to the State of Michigan.

Yes, certified.

Authorization to Verify Information
Provided by  Vendor. I authorize the
Commission to verify that all
information provided in this registration,
in bidding  and contracting documents,
and any attachments or  supplement
documents and processes are accurate.

Yes.
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Document 4 -- SCHEDULE A –
STATEMENT OF WORK CONTRACT
ACTIVITIES

HaystaqDNA & Q2 Data & Research
Response To Request for Proposal (RFP) No.920,
210000000714

Line Drawing and Redistricting Technical Services

1.1 Key Deliverable One
1.1.a. Software
Please describe the  software you intend to utilize, list the software’s functional
features, and other details on  how you will meet these requirements. Please
also describe how the software will be  licensed (i.e. per user, per blocks of
user, or one fee for unlimited users) and provide a  copy of any applicable

licensing agreements that will be required for the use of  Software by the
ICRC and any stakeholders, listed in the RFP. Also describe  how the
mapping data including the final maps and all versioning will be
continually accessible and usable from when this commission expires until
when  the next ICRC convenes in 2030.
Haystaq/Q2 recommends buying five seat licenses from Caliper's Maptitude for Redistricting as well as a
public license for Maptitude Online Redistricting.
Throughout this process, we see the Commissioners as directing the mapping process. This does not
mean line drawers are mere technocrats. Redistricting is as much art as science. Successfully balancing
complex tradeoffs requires years of experience. Just as experienced individuals can artificially limit
choice, a lack of experience can also limit creative solutions. Thus our plan does not recommend
commissioners individually use redistricting software to create their own plans. Instead, commissioners
should provide direction to the line drawing team about the goals, maps or changes they would like to
see. This will avoid a common bias of commissioners becoming attached to solutions because they were
the ones who drew it. It will also avoid biasing the process towards more technically sophisticated
commissioners and avoid conspiratorial theories about the “true” origins of a commissioner drawn map.
Most importantly, it will ensure that the commission can collaborate on maps.
Our plan does recommend ensuring that commissioners have access to the publicly available GIS
software. This will allow them to examine underlying demographic data, public submissions, and draft
maps on their own. This recommendation is consistent with ensuring commissioners direct the process.
Maptitude HaystaqDNA and Q2 Data & Research- response to No. 920, 210000000714
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Our recommendation would be to use Caliper’s Maptitude for Redistricting. The functionality of
Maptitude allows the real-time analysis the commission is seeking. At any time, we would be able to
jump from mapping to analysis with the number of different report functions available whether it is for a
particular district, county, city or the entire state, we would be able to offer instant analysis. Haystaq
and Q2 used Maptitude for the California Citizens Redistricting Commission, Arizona Independent
Redistricting Commission and Florida’s Fair District Now projects last cycle. More details about the base
product can be found here.
https://www.caliper.com/mtredist.htm
There are two Maptitude products: 1. Licenses for map drawers that are based on one license/seat per
computer/laptop (licenses would be limited to the state of Michigan). 2. An Online Redistricting website
that allows members of the commission to view and draw district maps or communities of interest and
submit them. More information about Maptitude Online Redistricting can be found here:
https://www.caliper.com/redistricting/online redistricting.htm
Maptitude Online Redistricting allows full access, but is sold for use over a specific period of time.
Haystaq/Q2’s recommendation is that you purchase five individual seat Licenses of Maptitude. Four
licenses will be used by Haystaq/Q2 map drawers and one License will reside with the ICRC. Additional
licenses for the commission could be purchased at $4000 per seat.
We also recommend that you license Maptitude Online Redistricting for Commission use through
December 2021. As Maptitude does not provide its own hosting service, Haystaq/Q2 would instead host
a Windows Server for you through Amazon Web Services (AWS) and the monthly costs of that server will
be covered as a part of this line item in Schedule B.
Importing Data Types: Maptitude makes all of the Census and TIGER/Line data available as soon as it is
released. It can also import data from all the common GIS formats including (but not limited to) Block
Equivalency files, klm, klz, shp and dbf formats.
Exporting and Preserving Maps: Since we only recommend keeping the online software through
December, it is important to make the maps viewable after they are approved. We recommend
exporting them in a variety of formats including Block Equivalency, KMZs (can be viewed by google maps
or google earth), pdfs and jpg. An example of our preserved maps can be found here:
https://azredistricting.org/Maps/Final-Maps/default.asp
Saving the Process: One great feature of Maptitude that we would employ is that every change made
would be logged and documented. We would record hourly snapshots of the map in progress,
summaries of the changes made, and the reason for each change. Any change to the initial map would
be intended to meet one of the criteria set forth in the commissions directions. All changes would be
documented as to which of the criteria they were designed to better meet, and the impact of the
change. Often, these sorts of changes will require a process of trial and error. All the changes will be
logged, not only the final districts.
An Example of Maptitude’s License Agreement is included in our submission as Document 10_Maptitude
for Redistricting License Agreement 2019.
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1.1.b. Security
Detail how you will employ security measures, including data
transmission, data storage, secure backup, and other standard
considerations.
With thousands of variables, more than 329,885 Census Blocks in Michigan, and millions of potential
scenarios, data monitoring and verification is critical to this project. The plan assumes maintaining
robust security standards including a Virtual Private Cloud (VPC), shared work environments (which
require VPN authorization, multi-factor authentication and anti-virus detection to access as well as
intrusion detection and prevention systems, firewalls, and an industry-standard password system).
Files, directories, database indices, and contents will be encrypted and associated to each log-in with
secure file transfer protocols for data access permissions. Data files will be stored and backed-up to
minimize impact of system failures or natural events. Personnel will be required to sign a data
confidentiality policy.
Haystaq has considerable experience with data security. We have undergone security audits for global
Fortune 500 companies, clients governed by European Union data privacy rules, for political clients
facing hacking attempts by foreign governments, and for clients dealing with healthcare data covered by
HIPAA security protocols. All our employees and contractors work behind a VPN. All access to our
online AWS environment requires MFA and VPN access.
We will back up all files used for the ICRC’s work to a dedicated encrypted AWS S3 bucket.
It is Haystaq/Q2’s intention to be fully transparent on this project and make its work product public, but
it is likely that we will have to move data that is not licensed to the public or may contain Personally
Identifying Information (PII). For these types of data transmissions we’d recommend using an encrypted
AWS SFTP server that we can host. These can be easily accessed by publicly available file programs like
Filezilla. However, if requested, we could also do something that might be more familiar to the
commission like MFA protected dropbox.

1.1.c. Geographic Database
Please describe how you will meet the requirements listed in the RFP. This is
also an opportunity to highlight other data-related capabilities or innovations
you are able to offer to the Commission.
By handling all technical details in a carefully documented and transparent way, we would free the
commission to focus on answering the questions that are subject to interpretation. We have a great
deal of experience in distilling highly technical statistical information into understandable language that
gets decision makers the information they need.
The basic geographic building blocks for any redistricting project are the Census geography defined in
TIGER 2020. This includes Census Blocks, Block Groups, Tracts, Municipalities, Counties, Native
American reservations, and other administrative and geographic boundaries. There will no doubt be
other geographies not defined in TIGER 2020 that we will need to load into the mapping system. For
example, Communities of Interest that may not have traditional boundaries will no doubt want to be
kept together. This will be an evolving process that takes into consideration the wide range of opinions
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from the public comment period. Additionally, base geographic maps (often provided by TIGER) such as
city boundaries, streets, highways, county lines, waterways and other elements are included in base
layers in Maptitude. Updated files (like new municipal boundaries) can be imported in a variety of
formats and overlaid.
The basic population data building blocks will come from the P.L. 94-171 Redistricting file delivered to
the State of Michigan. This data will consist of overall population data, as well as Census race data
tabulations, cross-tabulations by Hispanic and Non-Hispanic origin, and Voting Age Population data. We
are very familiar working with these data sets, and have extensive experience integrating them with GIS
mapping platforms, the redistricting database, and with our plan analysis software.
Throughout this process, we would be following the criteria set forth in the statement of work, and
would leverage our considerable experience in drafting maps that meet the requirements of the Voting
Rights Act.
Since the release of the Census P.L. 94-171 data has been delayed, it will not be possible to wait to
start map drawing until the Census data is available. Instead, we recommend beginning to draw with
a combination of 2010 population data, and Census-Block level population projections that Haystaq
has built. These projections are based on extrapolating population estimates from the Census to the
year 2020, then disaggregating these estimates to the Census Block level. While the projections will
differ from the final Census, they will allow us to build draft plans that take population changes into
account. Once the final Census population is available we would adjust the draft maps to achieve
population equality using the official population.
One example of how we would deal with additional data is working with Precinct files
and Election results:
Election results present a large challenge. Although precinct level results are available from the MI
Secretary of State's office, matching these results to current geography may require a great deal of
work, depending on the standardization of precinct names. Knowing that "precinct 14" voted a
certain way in the past is not useful information on its own if the precinct’s boundaries have changed.
A common mistake is to assume that a precinct with the same name represents the same geography.
In reality, absent information to the contrary, we have to assume that the historical "precinct 14" is
different from the current "precinct 14".
Given that the Michigan Bureau of Elections has partnered with the Center for Shared Solutions to
maintain state-wide precinct returns and precinct shapefiles going back to 2014, as stated in Vendor
Question Responses, we will go through the following steps for the delivery of the necessary data to
the Polarized Voting Analysis consultants:
1. Join the precinct shapefiles for every election year to the precinct election results, provided by
the Michigan Bureau of Elections and the Center for Shared Solutions.
○ Based on our redistricting experiences in 2001 and 2011, it is possible that precinct
maps will not be available for some years and areas. If this is the case in any precincts,
we would create political geography at the smallest unit possible that would match
election results. For example, a county might have ten precincts for which there are
no maps. If the election results for those precincts are split into two State House
districts, then political geography would be created based on the combination of
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2.
3.
4.

5.

county and State House districts. The first priority would be to create exact precinct
lines where possible, but where those lines are simply unavailable, the combination of
other political geographies would be used to create geography at the most granular
level possible that could be matched to the election results. Fortunately, most larger
areas will have records of their precinct lines, so the number of voters that cannot be
matched based on exact precinct lines is likely to be a very small percentage of the
total statewide vote.
Create a Census Block to precinct file mapping for each year
Using the statewide precinct GIS files created using the steps described above, we would then
assign each 2020 Census Block to a precinct.
Next, we would disaggregate election results to 2020 Census Blocks. This is the process of
assigning the appropriate share of a precinct's votes to each Census Block, using the share of
the precinct's voting age population from each Census Block.
○ Note: Various methods exist for estimating the partisan distribution of votes based on
the racial composition of the voting age population in each Census Block. The most
common method is to use past exit poll information to estimate the party share of the
vote for each racial group, and disaggregate each party's vote separately using those
support levels. We would not use any of these methods in constructing the main
redistricting database of election results. This is because the vote information is likely
to be used in racial block voting analysis to determine the plan's impact on racial and
origin groups. With that in mind, we would not use a process that started with an
assumption about racial block voting. Instead, the simplest and most straightforward
disaggregation process would be used, based on total voting age population. The
process would be documented at each step.
Reaggregate election results to the 2020 precincts and to proposed plans.
○ Once election results have been disaggregated to the 2020 Census Block level it will be
a simple matter to reaggregate those results to current precinct lines, and to any
proposed new districts.

With this final data set, after following these proposed steps, compliance with the Voting Rights Act of
1965 or partisan fairness as indicated in Michigan Constitution of 1963, Article IV, Section 6 (13) can be
demonstrated by the Polarized Voting Analysis consultants. This is a process that we have experience
completing in our previous redistricting work.

1.1.d. Training and Education
Haystaq/Q2 staff will be available to provide one-on-one mapping software training for Commissioners,
staff and the legal team. These trainings would initially be conducted online, but we will happily provide
in-person training when COVID restrictions permit.
In addition to the one-on-one trainings, we also suggest devoting part of a public meeting to training on
the online mapping software. This training would be recorded and made available later to anyone who
was not able to attend the meeting.
Beyond training on how to use the mapping software, we suggest devoting portions of future public
meetings to other technical topics. For example, there are many different measures of compactness.
We would provide a training describing each so that Commissioners and interested members of the
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public would have a solid understanding of the different measures.
In addition to these trainings, we create “How-to Guides”, Redistricting 101 presentations and
educational tutorials.
Examples of past trainings and training material presented before every public hearing in AZ - round one
can be found here https://azredistricting.org/Meeting-Info/Public-Hearing-R1.asp and Round two can be
found here: https://azredistricting.o
Q2 team members also conduct regular trainings in collaboration with organizations such as the
California Association of Clerks and Elections Officials (CACEO), Common Cause, and the National
Conference of State Legislatures. Two trainings done in the last three months include:
● Mapping Technology and Tools; at California Local Redistricting Training for City and County
Officials https://www.commoncause.org/california/page/local-redistricting-2021/
● Anticipating the 2020 Census Data – A User Perspective; at National Conference of State
Legislatures Census Data Updates Meeting
https://www.ncsl.org/research/redistricting/2020-census-updates.aspxrg/Meeting-Info/PublicHearing-R2.asp

1.1.e. Support for Litigation
Additional services may be required in the event of legal action related to redistricting
plans in state or federal court. The contractor would be expected to provide
consultation, line-drawing services, and testimony support for any litigation resulting
from the determined maps during the contract term. In the event of such action, at the
request of the ICRC, the contractor and the ICRC will determine a statement of work
for the additional services and amend the contract via a change notice.
We have considerable experience with litigation support. Our map drawing and data team has
successfully supported maps through the DOJ preclearance process, and through multiple U.S. Supreme
Court challenges.
Our plan assumes that the line drawing team will work closely with ICRC counsel, starting before any
maps are drafted to ensure there is a fundamental understanding of the objectives and legal guidelines.
The line drawing team can identify where concentrations of protected minority groups may allow for
Section II districts to be drawn, but counsel will need to provide the commission with its options for
compliance. We will work within these guidelines, and will update maps as needed based on input from
the Polarized Voting Analysis consultant. Once the commission has developed its recommendations for
implementation, direction can be given to the line drawing team about the areas in which Voting Rights
Act compliant districts should be constructed.
Challenges to the final maps should be assumed as this mechanism is built into the process. The
supporting materials we describe elsewhere in this plan that were developed throughout the process
will help insulate against challenges. Support from the line drawing team to create the mandated final
report and work with on post-map litigation is not an afterthought but a critical part of the team’s job.
This commitment is why the 2011 maps in Arizona and California withstood legal scrutiny when previous
decades saw maps fail in both states.
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1.2 Key Deliverable Two
1.2.a. Public Meeting Participation
a) Document the ICRC’s instructions and public testimony
b) Digitally store, produce and project redistricting plans, maps and line
drawing on-screen (both live and remotely)
c) Between meetings provide the mapfiles, pdfs of maps and corresponding
instructions from Commissioner or public testimony that led to a given
map’s creation
Haystaq/Q2 staff will be in attendance at every meeting and we will go back through recordings of each
meeting. We will document the commission’s directions to the line drawing team. Our staff will work
with the ICRC to categorize and catalog public testimony. Traditionally, the commission’s legal council
will determine system and process requirements around logging public input. We will assist in that
decision making and help create categories for cataloging comments. Haystaq/Q2 can work with ICRC
staff to log comments from the public meetings. Additionally, if desired, we could monitor social media
feeds for public comments there. Our staff will display maps during meetings (simultaneously in-person
and online), show changes, update population counts in real time, and produce supporting materials.
We will conduct map drawing live during meetings under the commission's directions. After meetings,
we will produce copies of the maps and all supporting materials as well as the summaries of the
commission’s directions and categorized logs of public comments.
Haystaq/Q2 acknowledges the importance of documenting the commission's directions to the line
drawing team. Our plan assumes that the line drawing team will produce reports that summarizes this
direction for public feedback and ICRC review. Our plan recommends that during the pre-map public
input hearing process, the schedule include time for commissioners to highlight testimony they believe
to be particularly important and that needs to be communicated to the line drawing team. The goal
would be to preserve those initial reactions for later consideration.
Our plan assumes that early line drawing will be an iterative process with the ICRC providing generalized
direction. The team will be able to produce hypothetical maps to show how that direction could be
implemented so that the ICRC can in turn identify preferred options. The team can then consolidate
those preferences into a draft map. Many of these processes will be friendly to “live” during line
drawing meetings while some work will necessarily need to be done between meetings. All iterations of
all maps, and all instructions given to the line drawers will be provided to the commission.
Improve Data Management
As we have seen in the past, one challenge the ICRC will face is organizing the deluge of public
comments. While a lot of testimony is great, being able to efficiently access and apply testimony will be
something we will assist with. In 2021, our plan assumes that the ICRC’s legal council will create process
and system requirements around public comments. However, in ensuring the data is accessible, our
plan recommends that the line drawing team provide advice as those systems are developed. For
example, advice as simple as how to tag or geocode testimony to allow for the efficient recall of
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testimony during the line drawing process will allow Commissioners to better consider such feedback.
Haystaq/Q2 will assist with logging comments made during public meetings.
With the amount of data anticipated, the ICRC needs to avoid being overwhelmed, as we have seen
other commissions become overwhelmed by written testimony. Our plan makes several
recommendations. First, PDF representations of ICRC mapping submissions should be organized by the
ICRC staff. This would ensure such submissions are given equal weight to other written testimony. This
will also allow commissioners to easily identify and/or recall submissions for further discussion.
Integrating ICRC Mapping Tool Submissions into Line Drawing Meetings: As discussed previously, our
plan recommends the public be able to identify submissions in advance of their testimony. Similarly, for
line drawing meetings, the plan suggests that commissioners and counsel be able to submit a list of
submissions they would like loaded for the meeting. This would allow the line drawing team to reduce
load times during meetings. The team would retain access to all other submissions and would be able to
pull these up as requested

1.2.b. Communication Skills and Strategies
A key role for the line drawer is being able to provide expertise and technical
assistance at the direction of the ICRC, and to be able to explain and educate on both
high-level and granular considerations in that process. Please use this space to
provide insight into the communications strategies and approaches you will utilize to
ensure both that expectations are met and the ICRC and the public broadly understand
the rationale and complexities behind any given plan.
In public hearings, there is likely to be discussion of objective qualities of a map, such as the total
population deviation, minority voting age population or various measures of compactness. There is also
likely to be discussion of more subjective qualities, such as which measure of compactness should be
used, or the appropriate trade-off between different criteria. An example of this sort of subjective
debate might be whether it is better to preserve a compact district at the expense of splitting a Minor
Civil Division, or whether it is better to sacrifice some amount of compactness in order to keep the
Minor Civil Division entirely in one district.
Our goal is to provide rock-solid answers to the objective questions, so that the commission and
members of the public can focus on the subjective questions.
We also understand the importance of tone in this sort of public hearing. Members of the public
deserve to be heard respectfully and attentively. We have witnessed public hearings where concerns
from the public are dismissed with an attitude of “this is complicated, you just don’t understand.” While
this certainly is a complicated subject, members of the public who have taken the time to testify deserve
to be heard, and have demonstrated that they are willing to take the time to understand the issue. We
would provide the information needed for the public and members of the ICRC to have a substantive
and respectful debate over the issues involved.
As noted in the RFP, we will need to be available outside of normal business hours. We understand that
redistricting is unique in many ways but in particular, knowing that you can come to the line drawers
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with questions, clarification, understanding is critical to the success of the project. We will have a point
person that will be available to the commission and staff seven days a week. While the point person will
be knowledgeable in the project and rules around redistricting, there will be times where other team
members will be best to answer such questions. In those cases, we will ensure timely communication.

1.2.c. Public Meeting Schedule and Setting
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, certain details about the meeting schedule and format
for all ICRC meetings are yet to be determined. The contractor must be prepared to
participate either remotely or in person to provide all services outlined in this RFP.

The ICRC expects the contractor to be present at approximately 40 meetings between
the spring and fall of 2021. The expected schedule will be set in advance, but may
occasionally change at short notice given the high-priority deadlines of this
Commission.
Haystaq/Q2 commit to having key staff at all 40 meetings either in-person or virtually as the evolving
situation with the pandemic allows. We have a firm understanding of the importance of the public
meetings. In 2011, between our work in CA and AZ, we had thousands of speakers, helped categorize
over 30,000 public comments and participated in over 100 public hearings. We understand how critical
these meetings are to hear the voices of the citizens of Michigan.
Given our joint experience in CA and AZ, Haystaq/Q2 present our thoughts on best practices on running
public redistricting meetings in the section below.
I.

Public Input

Public input presents a fundamental opportunity to gain insight into communities, but also challenges in
how to elicit, manage and use it.
We would approach the public meetings and hearings in such a way that we can maximize the public
input.
The present pandemic creates new challenges. While addressing these concerns, our proposed plan
also embraces newly created opportunities. It is inevitable that something is lost by not being in the
same room, let alone driving the same streets or sharing a meal. However, the ICRC might consider
embracing creative solutions. Reduced travel time will allow for more public input hearings without
increasing time demands on commissioners. Therefore, this plan assumes the 40 public input hearings
will be a minimum and that the ICRC may benefit from additional public input hearings if the schedule
allows. Census data delays may allow for more pre-district map input.
As time is precious for these meetings, we would want to attempt to pre-identify testimony geography.
When people sign up they could be given the option to indicate what portion of the state they want to
discuss, including providing information on any submission made using the online mapping tool. This
would allow line drawing staff to quickly present the relevant map during the testimony in real-time.
Our plan assumes that when possible line drawers will support the commission by visualizing the
geography the speaker references. It can, however, be time-consuming to locate small geographies
during the short time a speaker has to present their input. These challenges will be magnified by remote
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meetings limiting such rudimentary options such as being able to physically point at a map. Therefore,
when signing in to participate in a meeting, we might encourage (though not require) the public to take
advantage of the opportunity to identify the “where” in advance, for example on a speaker card, so
hearings can focus on the “what”, “who” and the “why.”
The current situation allows for the ability to increase the flexibility of scheduling meetings. Being
virtual for some of the meetings could address the need to allow for a mix of weekday evening and
weekend hearings outside of traditional business hours. Our 2011 in-person meetings made scheduling
challenging. This Commission could take advantage of being less tied to physical locations. If the ICRC
has multiple hearings in the same region, they could be scheduled to reflect a mix of different times to
be convenient to different members of the public. If the first hearing in a respective region is on a
weeknight, the next should be on a weekend.
The ICRC should consider the other needs when scheduling meetings as well. The ICRC could schedule
hearings in areas likely to be impacted by the federal Voting Rights Act (VRA) earlier in its process so
legal counsel would have the benefit of that input during their analysis. Hearings could also be
distributed throughout the state rather than focusing on just one section at the time. Not being tied to
a specific area presents other opportunities. Some hearings could have a broader focus. For example,
some communities may be densely concentrated in small pockets, but are more homogeneously
distributed across the state.
The above recommendations, while applicable to all public hearings, deliberately focus on pre-district
map hearings as those would make up the majority of all hearings. However, other types of input
hearings warrant additional discussion. The first are hearings to consider submitted district plans. In
2011 these were considered in two days of “Group Presentation Hearings.” We suggest that the ICRC
include similar opportunities in its schedule. Explaining even a partial plan in two or three minutes is not
practical, let alone statewide plans for multiple types of districts. Due to expanded redistricting
software availability and access, the ICRC should anticipate receiving more public plans and
consequently consider increasing the number of days for such presentations to three. Criteria should be
developed for selecting groups to make presentations if more apply than time allows and line drawing
staff should be provided relevant Geographic Information System (GIS) files to facilitate such
presentations.
Once the plans are adopted, they need to be posted for 45 days before they can be voted on as final.
We see this as an opportunity to present the plans and gather any feedback. Our plan assumes that line
drawing staff will assist with preparing a short presentation of the proposed districts within a section of
the state to facilitate public feedback. Based on experience some members of the public will not
participate until maps are released. As a result, they will not know what or why certain decisions were
made. A general overview will level the playing field and allow for a more constructive collaboration
with the public.
Increase Participation Options
All of the above recommendations have a relatively simple goal: Maximize the number of people
speaking at public meetings and hearings. Based on experience most written testimony will not be
accompanied by maps. Such testimony often focuses on what defines a community, but the speaker will
usually not have drawn the community. They may reference defined geographies like city boundaries
that do not require a map. Our plan assumes that input with maps or geographic detail will be
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forwarded to the line drawing team, to be digitized and combined with other GIS files as appropriate.
Targeted levels of feedback will likely not be reached through oral and written testimony alone. Rather
the ICRC has additional and expanded modes not available to the last commission, the most
groundbreaking of which is the public mapping tool. This tool will likely drastically increase the number
of GIS files received by the commission. Free public access to redistricting software was previously
limited to a handful of physical sites and this time, an online option will be available via the RFP in the
form the ICRC’s software. Our plan assumes the line drawing team will have expanded responsibility to
deal with these data.
Communities of Interest
While Haystaq has a lot of experience with Communities of Interest (COI) with work with the Arizona
Independent Redistricting Committee in 2011, it has been at the heart of Q2’s work. Karin Mac Donald
began her redistricting consulting career after realizing the importance of this criterion and recognizing
that very little academic or applied work had been done on the topic. As a student in the Ph.D. program
of the Political Science department at UC Berkeley, she conducted a year-long study and wrote her
Master’s Thesis in 1998 on Communities of Interest and the methodology to define them. With every
re/districting project that she and Q2 have engaged with, she and her team have aimed to perfect the
ways to engage with residents to explain the concept and encourage them to share their knowledge
about their communities.
During the 2011 redistricting of the State of California, thousands of communities participated and
shared their geographies along with information about the areas. The Citizens Redistricting Commission
incorporated this testimony into their maps, allowing them to create lines that benefited the people
that live in them.
Most recently, Mac Donald and colleague Jaime Clark have collaborated with a team of GIS experts and
applications programmers to design a COI application that allows residents of the State of California to
draw their COIs using a very simple, low-barrier, web application that will be available in 14 languages.
This app has been embraced by the new redistricting commission, good government and advocacy
groups, and is anticipated to be widely used throughout California.
In short, we understand the importance of COIs and will be an active partner with the ICRC to ensure
COIs are identified and taken into account in any map plans.
II.

LINE DRAWING

Statewide Commissions are Different- Most redistricting firms offer the basic services requested by the
RFP. The ability to utilize redistricting software, import and export data, display maps, show changes,
update population counts in real time, and produce supporting materials. Our team is exceptionally well
qualified in applying these skills to the unique challenges of the ICRC. The transparency demands of
commissions differ radically from incumbent drawn plans. The complexity of drawing five city council
districts differs radically from drawing hundreds of districts statewide. The tools are the same. But the
talents and skillsets are not.
The timeline reflected in the RFP is in question due to the uncertainty of when the data will be released
by the census. If the data is released on July 31, 2021 there would be a sprint to get the final maps on
September 17. While not impossible, we would want to have one of our first conversations with the
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ICRC be around what flexibility there is in timing and if any, how our plans may change.
Overall, our approach would have a team of line drawers that would be familiar with the entire state but
break down the tasks between the three maps we are helping to create. The federal Voting Right Act
(FVRA) may force a community to be split in one plan. However, this approach would allow the team to
flag for the ICRC whether it may want to give additional weight to preserving that community in another
plan. It also allows team members to become experts in how the law may apply differently.
In-Person Line Drawing Meetings (if Possible)- No matter the pandemic circumstance, the plan
recommends maintaining remote options for both the public and commissioners throughout the
process. However, the plan recommends whenever possible commissioners meet in-person during line
drawing meetings.
The plan assumes a collaborative process among thirteen individuals. As commissioners have
experienced it is difficult to review a dynamic document and listen to others at the same time. Does one
pin the document or the faces of their other commissioners? Experience suggests these challenges will
be exponentially harder when working with real-time maps. There is simply no substitute for a
commissioner being able to look at their colleagues as a change is being presented to see if there is joy,
concern, or horror on their face at its impacts.
Earlier formation and census delays mean this ICRC will have more time overall. However, this does not
extend to the time to draw the lines. Public input hearings may start earlier, but the ICRC will still likely
have under two months between the release of data and the adoption deadline. Arizona, with far fewer
districts, did not adopt lines until January of 2012.
Our plan recommends focusing on developing the best possible draft maps after you have the initial 10
public hearings even though we won’t have the 2020 census data. While moving quickly will be
important, it should not come at the cost of being transparent and deliberate. The proposed goal is to
create draft maps that are significantly closer to the final maps, which would refine, not replace the
work that has already been done.
Document ICRC Notes & Direction- The previous recommendation does not mean the public would have
nothing to react to until draft maps are released. It is important that the commission regularly
document general direction to the line drawing team. As noted above in response to Key Deliverable
Two, our plan assumes that the line drawing team will produce reports that summarizes this direction
for public feedback and ICRC review. Direction to prioritize a community of interest or avoid crossing a
specific geographic boundary does not require the availability of the redistricting database. Our plan
recommends that during the pre-map public input hearing process, the schedule include time for
commissioners to highlight testimony they believe to be particularly important, to be communicated to
the line drawing team. The goal would be to preserve those initial reactions for later consideration.
Utilize “Visualizations” & “What-ifs”- Our plan’s recommendation to spend more time preparing draft
maps does not mean providing no district boundaries until late in the process. Experience shows this
would run counter to maximizing public participation as some need visual cues to provide input.
Based on our past experience, after the release of draft maps the 2010 California CRC began using
“visualizations” to show various scenarios to resolve competing commission directions. Arizona’s
commission released similar “what-ifs” before draft maps were adopted. Our plan recommends
following the Arizona model and creating hypothetical maps earlier in the process. We recommend that
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the ICRC determine its own plain language terminology to describe this process.
Take Advantage of Public Plans- W
 hile our plan suggests beginning the development of hypothetical
scenarios before the group presentations, it also assumes waiting until after those presentations to
consider any draft map. The presentations could highlight challenges or solutions the Commission had
not yet considered. In turn, the best elements of both the work of the ICRC’s team and the public may
possibly be integrated to create the draft maps for adoption.
Line Drawing Live and in Public – Our plan assumes that early line drawing will be an iterative process
with the ICRC providing generalized direction. The team will be able to produce hypothetical maps to
show how that direction could be implemented so that the ICRC can in turn identify preferred options.
The team can then consolidate those preferences into a draft map. Many of these processes will be
friendly to “live” during line drawing meetings while some work will necessarily need to be done
between meetings.
After the post-map public input hearings, our plan assumes moving to making more refined changes. As
the size of changes are reduced, so too will be the time and complexity required to implement. This will
allow the ICRC to utilize more live drawing during later meetings, particularly after the release of the
draft maps. Allowing for this process may require multiple line drawing meetings envisioned by the
RFP. However, this extra time will allow the public to participate and observe while the commissioners
continue to control the process as the critical final vote to adopt plans approaches.
Post Adoption Responsibilities- Challenges to the final maps should be assumed as this mechanism is
built into the process. The supporting materials we describe elsewhere in this plan that were developed
throughout the process will help insulate against challenges. Support from the line drawing team to
create the mandated final report and work with counsel on post-map litigation is not an afterthought
but a critical part of the team’s job. This commitment is why the 2011 maps in Arizona and California
withstood legal scrutiny when previous decades saw maps fail in both states.

1.3 Key Deliverable Three
1.3.a. Professionalism and Support
Non-Partisanship:
Haystaq and Q2 commit to being totally non-partisan map drawers and technical consultants
for the ICRC.
The Q2 team is strictly non-partisan and our mission has been to provide affordable, balanced,
non-partisan services to our clients. Both Jaime Clark and Karin Mac Donald are registered as
‘no party preference’ voters and have never engaged in any partisan work. Mac Donald has
been the director of the non-partisan Statewide Database (SWDB), the redistricting database
for the State of California, since 1995. Clark joined the project in 2019. The SWDB provides
data to anyone interested no matter their political affiliation or leanings. We have worked
successfully with people from all walks of life, races, ethnicities, nationalities, languages and
political parties while preserving the non-partisan spirit of the projects we’ve engaged with.
Throughout our work with the 2011 California Citizens Redistricting Commission, a bi-partisan
commission that includes 5 members each from the two major parties and four that are not
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affiliated with those parties, we collaborated successfully with all commissioners. Partisanship
has simply never been an issue in any of our projects.
Susan Ranochak worked with Q2 since 2016, when she still served as the Assessor, Clerk- Recorder and
Registrar of Voters of the small rural county of Mendocino, California. Ranochak is a registered
Republican but has successfully conducted non-partisan work and held a non-partisan office, throughout
her career. She was responsible for administering elections in a fair and unbiased way and has by all
accounts achieved exactly that. She also collaborated with all of her colleagues at the California
Association of Clerks and Elections officials, no matter their partisan affiliation, in a non-partisan way,
holding leadership positions and receiving much acclaim for her work on the highly complex Election
Cost Project.
In its non-redistricting work Haystaq does work with Democratic politicians. Haystaq also has a
history of working with organizations such as L2 Political, a non-partisan, national, voterfile
vendor that makes Haystaq data available to Republicans, Democrats and Independents. In its
2011 work with the Arizona Independent Redistricting Commission, Haytaq brought on
Republican staff and worked in a completely transparent and non-partisan way. Since 2019,
Haystaq and members of Q2 have advised the Redistricting Data Hub, a non-partisan effort to
provide individuals, civic organizations, and good government groups the data, tools, and
knowledge to participate effectively in redistricting processes. As a joint entity, Haystaq and
Q2 will work solely at the direction of the commission in a fully transparent and non-partisan
way.

Professionalism:
During public meetings around redistricting, citizens can become very emotionally charged and
passionate. We have seen commenters question the character and motives of commissioners,
map drawers and commission staff. We understand that this passion comes from voters
wanting their viewpoints to be heard and represented. Haystaq and Q2 have both been in
these situations before. We will always work to reduce tensions, respond professionally and
kindly and we believe our commitment to transparency will always allow us to engage with
these members of the public in constructive ways.

Staffing:
We have listed Nine staffers, the majority of whom have line drawing experience, as available
for this project. It is unlikely that we would ever be using all nine staff members at 100%
capacity, so we should always have slack capacity.

1.3.b. Reporting
Haystaq/Q2 will provide Project Management and deliverable tracking for this project. We will provide
weekly status updates and gantt charts showing the progress towards all deliverables and subtasks. We
will produce all maps, all map iterations and mapping related support material after any and all public
map drawing meetings.
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4.12 Key Personnel
The Contractor must identify all Key Personnel who will be directly responsible for the day-to day
operations of carrying out the key deliverables of the Contract (“Key Personnel”). Key Personnel
must be specifically assigned to the Commission account, be knowledgeable on the contractual
requirements, and respond to Commission inquiries within 24 hours.
Contractor’s Key Personnel are expected to be available to participate in all ICRC meetings
virtual or in person.
The Commission has the right to recommend and approve in writing the initial assignment, as
well as any proposed reassignment or replacement, of any Key Personnel. Before assigning an
individual to any Key Personnel position, Contractor will notify the Commission of the proposed
assignment, introduce the individual to the Commission’s Project Manager, and provide the
Commission with a resume and any other information about the individual reasonably requested
by the Commission. The Commission reserves the right to interview the individual before granting
written approval. In the event the Commission finds a proposed individual unacceptable, the
Commission will provide a written explanation including reasonable detail outlining the reasons
for the rejection. The Commission may require a 30-calendar day training period for replacement
personnel.
Contractor will not remove any Key Personnel from their assigned roles on this Contract without
the prior written consent of the Commission. The Contractor’s removal of Key Personnel without
the prior written consent of the Commission is an unauthorized removal (“Unauthorized
Removal”). An Unauthorized Removal does not include replacing Key Personnel for reasons
beyond the reasonable control of Contractor, including illness, disability, leave of absence,
personal emergency circumstances, resignation, or for cause termination of the Key Personnel’s
employment. Any Unauthorized Removal may be considered by the Commission to be a material
breach of this Contract, in respect of which the Commission may elect to terminate this Contract
for cause under the Termination for Cause section of the Standard Contract Terms. It is further
acknowledged that an Unauthorized Removal will interfere with the timely and proper completion
of this Contract, to the loss and damage of the Commission, and that it would be impracticable
and extremely difficult to fix the actual damage sustained by the Commission as a result of any
Unauthorized Removal. Therefore, Contractor and the Commission agree that in the case of any
Unauthorized Removal in respect of which the Commission does not elect to exercise its rights
under Termination for Cause, Contractor will issue to the Commission the corresponding credits
set forth below (each, an “Unauthorized Removal Credit”):
i. For the Unauthorized Removal of any Key Personnel designated in the applicable Statement
of Work, the credit amount will be $25,000.00 per individual if Contractor identifies a
replacement approved by the Commission and assigns the replacement to shadow the Key
Personnel who is leaving for a period of at least 30-calendar days before the Key Personnel’s
removal.
ii. If Contractor fails to assign a replacement to shadow the removed Key Personnel for at least
30-calendar days, in addition to the $25,000.00 credit specified above, Contractor will credit the
Commission $833.33 per calendar day for each day of the 30-calendar day shadow period that
the replacement Key Personnel does not shadow the removed Key Personnel, up to $25,000.00
maximum per individual. The total Unauthorized Removal Credits that may be assessed per
Unauthorized Removal and failure to provide 30- calendar days of shadowing will not exceed
$50,000.00 per individual.
Contractor acknowledges and agrees that each of the Unauthorized Removal Credits assessed
above: (i) is a reasonable estimate of and compensation for the anticipated or actual harm to the
Commission that may arise from the Unauthorized Removal, which would be impossible or very
difficult to accurately estimate; and (ii) may, at the Commission’s option, be credited or set off
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Q2 Data & Research Clients from the last three years
San Joaquin Delta College District; Districting of Trustee Areas
Napa Valley Unified School District; Redistricting of Board of Trustee Areas
City of Oroville; Districting Consultant; Creation of first City Council districts
Novato Sanitary District; Districting Consultant; Creation of first Election Divisions for Board of
Directors
Town of Windsor; Districting Consultant; Creation of first City Council districts
City of Antioch; Districting Consultant; Creation of first City Council districts
Quantitative Election Cost study for 58 counties; Fiscal workshops; Consultant to the California
Association of Clerks and Election Officials (CACEO)
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Document 10 -- Maptitude Terms of Service
Caliper Corporation ("Caliper") provides its proprietary products toits customers on the terms and conditions set forth herein.PLEASE
REVIEW THE FOLLOWING AGREEMENT BEFORE USING THE SOFTWARE.By ordering or using the software, you ("Licensee") indicate
youracceptance of the terms of this Agreement.
Licensee and Caliper agree as follows:
1. Definitions. As used in this Agreement:
A. "Software" means the MAPTITUDE software, in executable code form, as delivered to Licensee, and includes any software updates,
add-on components, web services and/or supplements and additional modules that Caliper may provide to Licensee from time to time
after the date Licensee obtains its initial copy of the Software to the extent that such items are not accompanied by a separate license
agreement or terms of use.
B. "Copy Protection Measure" means a technological measure utilized for copy protection, including any hardware device provided to
Licensee by Caliper.
C. "Data" means any data, maps, images, video, audio, animations, or graphics provided by Caliper for use with the Software, and
includes any updates to such data.
D. "Designated Computer" means a computer or terminal under Licensee's control on which the Product has been installed and which
has been registered with Caliper according to Caliper's standard registration procedure. Licensee may change its Designated Computer at
any time, provided Licensee first uninstalls the product and complies with Caliper's standard registration procedures. If networks of
computers or intelligent and nonintelligent terminals are used, each such computer or terminal is considered to be a Designated
Computer.
E. "Documentation" means any materials and documentation provided by Caliper to describe the operation of the Software.
F. "Product" means the Software and related Data, Documentation, and any Copy Protection Measure. 2. Grant of License. Subject to all
of the terms and conditions of this Agreement, Caliper hereby grants to Licensee:
A. a limited, non-exclusive, non-transferable right to use the Product during the term of this Agreement on the number of Designated
Computers set forth on the order form for the Product; B. a non-exclusive, non-transferable, royalty-free right to reproduce and
distribute Licensee's own software applications for use with the Software that are created using the GISDK software and the Caliper
Script Language and sample code described therein provided that Licensee (i) currently has a valid license for the Software and has
complied fully with its terms, (ii) distributes its application only to those who are lawfully licensed to use the Software, (iii) does not use
Caliper's name, logos or trademarks to market its software applications, (iv) includes a proprietary notice on behalf of Caliper
(specifically: "Portions copyright 1998-2019 Caliper Corporation") on media containing such software and on the title page of its software
documentation, and (v) agrees, to the extent permitted by law, to indemnify, hold harmless and defend Caliper from and against any
claims or actions, including without limitation attorneys' fees, that arise or result from the use of distribution of Licensee's software
application. Caliper and its licensors reserve all rights not expressly granted to Licensee herein. Licensee acknowledges and agrees that
Caliper and its licensors will continue to own all rights, title and interests in and to all portions of the Product (including the media on
which the Product is supplied). 3. Limitations
A. If this is a license granted to an educational institution or a student enrolled in an educational institution (an "Academic License"),
Licensee's right to use the Product is limited to noncommercial uses for teaching and educational purposes; Licensee may not use the
Product for any other purpose unless Licensee purchases a commercial license to the Product. If Licensee is a student, Licensee agrees to
return the Product, including any copy Protection Measure, to Caliper when Licensee ceases to be enrolled as a student at a bona fide
academic institution.
B. This Agreement does not grant Licensee any rights in connection with any trademarks or service marks of Caliper.
C. Without limitation, Licensee will not, and will not permit others to: (i) distribute, use or provide access to or use of (including by
timesharing or network use) the Product by or for the benefit of any third party without Caliper's prior written consent, provided,
however, that Licensee may provide access to the Product to employees of Licensee (and in the case of Academic Licenses, enrolled
students) to the extent necessary to utilize the Product in conformity with this Agreement; (ii) use the Product in a computer service
business; (iii) make telecommunications data transmissions of the Product; or (iv) use the Product over the Internet without a license for
such use or use long-haul gateways on any central processing unit on which the Product is used;
D. Licensee will not use the Product to aid in the development of software or products that are competitive with the Product; or use the
Product to create data in Caliper's CDF data format for sale or any other commercial purpose without the prior written permission of
Caliper. E. Licensee will not attempt or permit others to attempt: (i) to reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble, or otherwise re-create
source code or file formats from the executable code version of the Software or from other information provided by Caliper; or (ii) to
circumvent the Copy Protection Measure.
F. Caliper may inspect and audit Licensee's use of the Product from time to time to verify Licensee's compliance with its obligations
under this Agreement.
4. License Fee. In consideration of the license granted to Licensee under Section 2, Licensee agrees to pay Caliper a fee in accordance
with Caliper's price list in effect at the time Licensee's order is received. If Licensee does not pay such fee within sixty (60) days after the
date the Product is invoiced to Licensee, this Agreement will terminate automatically pursuant to Section 9.B. 5. Proprietary Rights.
A. Licensee acknowledges and agrees that the Product contains confidential and proprietary information of Caliper. Licensee agrees to
keep the Product strictly confidential, not to disclose any of the Product to any third party, and not to use the Product except as
expressly permitted by this Agreement. Licensee agrees to keep the Product secured in a way which prevents unauthorized use,
disclosure or dissemination. Licensee further agrees to notify Caliper promptly upon learning of any unauthorized use, disclosure or
dissemination of the Product. Licensee agrees that the injury that would result to Caliper from violation of this Agreement would be
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irreparable and accordingly Caliper would be entitled to injunctive relief.
B. The Product is protected by copyright laws and international copyright treaties, as well as other intellectual property laws and
treaties. The Product is licensed, not sold. Unauthorized copying of the Product and modifying, merging or including any part of the
Product with any other software or product are expressly forbidden. Subject to these restrictions, Licensee may install one (1) copy of
the Software and the Data on a hard disk for each copy licensed, and may make one (1) copy of the Software and the Data for each copy
licensed, solely for backup purposes. Licensee must reproduce and include all proprietary notices on each backup copy. Licensee may
not make copies of the Documentation or translate the Documentation into other languages.
C. To the extent that use of the Product in accordance with the terms of this Agreement would, in the absence of this Agreement,
infringe a claim of any patent owned by Caliper, and only to that extent, Caliper hereby agrees and covenants that it will not sue
Licensee for such use so long as such use complies in all respects with the terms of this Agreement. No license, implied or otherwise,
under any patents owned by Caliper is granted by this Agreement.
D. Licensee agrees that the Data may be used only with the Software. Licensee acknowledges that the Data may be subject to other
agreements between Licensee and Caliper or third parties restricting the use of the Data. This version of Maptitude includes the HERE Map
Content Data, whose use is subject to the supplemental license terms included below. Not recommended for NAVIGATION. The provided
travel times estimated are not accurate enough to be suitable for navigation nor are they reflective of current road conditions.
6. Warranties. Licensee acknowledges that there are errors and gaps in the Data and that Caliper does not warrant that the Product will meet
Licensee's needs or is suitable or sufficiently accurate to be fit for any particular purpose or use. Licensee acknowledges that (a) the operation
of the Software may not be uninterrupted or error-free; and (b) the functions of the Product may not meet Licensee's requirements. Caliper
warrants that the Software will function for a period of sixty (60) days from date of delivery substantially in accordance with the
Documentation. Except for this limited warranty, Caliper has no obligation to provide support services to Licensee with respect to the Product
unless a support agreement is in effect. CALIPER DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL OTHER WARRANTIES AS TO THE PRODUCT, INCLUDING ANY
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE.
7. Limitation of Liability. The liability of Caliper to Licensee, regardless of the form of action or theory of liability, whether under contract or
tort (including negligence), and whether under this Agreement or any other agreement, with respect to the Product or any services provided
by Caliper in connection
therewith, will not exceed the sum of all amounts paid by Licensee to Caliper pursuant to this Agreement. IN NO EVENT WILL CALIPER BE
LIABLE TO LICENSEE FOR SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES OF ANY NATURE. In furtherance and not in
limitation of the foregoing, Caliper will not be liable for any costs incurred by Licensee due to (a) loss of profits or revenues, (b) loss of use of
the Product, (c) loss of data, (d) costs of substitute software, and (e) claims by parties other than the Licensee. Caliper will have no liability for
any claim of copyright or patent infringement based upon the use of other than a current, unaltered release of the Product or based upon
any modification or combination or use of the Product with databases or other software or products not provided by Caliper. Licensee will
bring no action or claim, regardless of form, arising out of this Agreement more than one year after the action or claim has arisen.
8. Exclusive Remedies. Licensee's exclusive remedies for any claims against Caliper arising out of this Agreement will be limited to the
following, at the option of Caliper: (a) replacement by Caliper of the Software with software that functions substantially in accordance with
the Documentation; (b) repair by Caliper of the Software, by patch or workaround, so that it functions substantially in accordance with the
Documentation; or (c) refund by Caliper of the funds received by Caliper from Licensee in respect of the Product.
9. Term and Termination.
A. This Agreement will take effect upon the date of acceptance of the order by Caliper and, unless earlier terminated pursuant to Section
9.
B, will continue in effect for a period of five (5) years from such date.B. In the event that Licensee fails to comply with any of the provisions of
this Agreement, this Agreement will automatically terminate without notice. This Agreement will also automatically terminate without notice
in the event of any attempt to transfer or assign this Agreement, or in the event of any change in control of Licensee. C. Upon expiration or
termination of this Agreement: i. Licensee will return the Product to Caliper and destroy any other copies of any portion of the Product in its
possession. ii. Licensee will have no further right to possess or use the Product.
D. Survival. The expiration or termination of this Agreement will not affect provisions of this Agreement which by their terms and meaning
survive its termination, including, without limitation, the provisions of Section 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.B, 9.C, 10, 11, 12, 13.
10. Export. Licensee acknowledges that the Product constitutes technical data under the Export Control Regulations of U.S. Department of
Commerce and agrees not to export the Product in violation of such Regulations or any other U.S. laws or regulations. Licensee agrees to
defend, indemnify and hold Caliper harmless against any liability (including attorneys' fees) arising out of Licensee's failure to comply with the
terms of this Section 10.
11. Miscellaneous.
A. This Agreement sets forth the entire understanding and agreement between Caliper and Licensee with respect to the subject matter
hereof and supersedes all prior understandings, representations, sales materials, and agreements, written or oral, including any purchase
orders submitted by Licensee to Caliper in respect of the Product.
B. This Agreement will be governed by the laws of The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, United States of America (without regard to any
conflict of law rules that would provide that the law of another jurisdiction would govern), and applicable copyright laws. The parties hereby
submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the state and federal courts of The Commonwealth of Massachusetts. C. This Agreement may be
modified only by a written agreement which is made subsequent to this Agreement and signed by duly authorized representatives of Caliper
and Licensee. D. If any of the provisions of this Agreement will be held by a court of competent jurisdiction to be contrary to law, the
remaining provisions of this Agreement will remain in full force and effect. E. The failure of Caliper to enforce any of the provisions of this
Agreement will not be construed to be a waiver of Caliper's right thereafter to enforce such provisions.
F. The section titles in this Agreement are used solely for the convenience of the Licensee and Caliper and have no legal or contractual
significance.
12. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS. The Product is "commercial computer software" or "commercial computer software documentation" as
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those terms are defined in 48 C.F.R. §12.212 and 48 C.F.R. §227.7202. As provided therein, the Government shall have only those rights
specified in this Agreement.
13. MrSID Functionality. Portions of the Software incorporating MrSID functionality are provided under license from LizardTech, Inc. The
MrSID software is protected by copyright laws and international treaty provisions and by U.S. Patent No. 5,710,835. Foreign patents are
pending. Some of the MrSID technology was developed through a project at the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) funded by the U.S.
Government, managed under contract by the Regents of The University of California ("University"). The U.S. Government and the University
have reserved rights in that technology, including the following: (a) the U.S. Government has a non-exclusive, nontransferable, irrevocable,
paid-up license to practice or have practiced throughout the world, for or on behalf of the United States, inventions covered by the University's
Patent Rights, and has other rights under 35 U.S.C. § 200- 212 and applicable implementing regulations and under the U.S. Department of
Energy ("DOE") Assignment and Confirmatory License through which the DOE's rights in the technology were assigned to the University; (b)
under 35 U.S.C. § 203, the DOE has the right to require LizardTech to grant a non exclusive, partially exclusive or exclusive license under U.S.
Patent No. 5,710,835 in any field of use to a responsible applicant(s) upon terms reasonable under the circumstances, if LizardTech does not
adequately attempt to commercialize the MrSID technology. See, 37 CFR 401.6; (c) the University makes no warranty or representation as to
the validity or scope of Patent No. 5,710,835, and neither the Government nor the University have any obligation to furnish any know-how,
technical assistance or technical data in connection with MrSID software. For further information about these provisions, contact LizardTech,
1008 Western Ave., Suite 200, Seattle, WA 98104.
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